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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

BREAKING NEWS: The Noon Time Show is All Wrong!

We have just gured out that the Noon Time Show
has gotten it all wrong. There are plenty of clocks
around the Park School, yet nobody takes the time
to check them. How do we know? They named it the
“Noon Time Show” at 12:30! That’s a half an hour
after noon! I think that either somebody here can’t
properly tell time, or they were just being lazy
because they couldn’t think of anything else. Well
for goodness sakes, this is CREATIVE Arts at Park, get creative people!!
Well thankfully, someone here has decided to take action. Some local
campers are even starting to call it an acceptable name: The Noon And
A Half Time Show. There will be daily updates on this important topic,
so please JOIN US!!

Who made the First donut?

Do you love donuts? Have you ever thought about where
they came from and who invented them? I did ! (but I was too
lazy to search it) So today will answer these questions. First
donuts were just ‘’fried cake’’ that did not have a hole. It was
just fried in the inside and in the middle it was just raw
dough. Then Hanson Gregory a 16 year old boy was on a ship.
One day he got a piece of dough and rolled it then fried it.
When he cut the donut in half he was amazed that the donut
was fried all the way. So on June 22 1847 the donut was invented. The idea spread all
around the world and people started making donuts with holes. The first Friday of June
is national doughnut day so I hope you celebrate national donut day next year because
national donut day past this year. S0 the next time you are eating donuts think
about Hanson Gregory and thank him!!! By: Sophie Kim

Bullying Needs to Stop
You know some people get bullied everyday. Why you ask? Sometimes the
bully is sad about their life or how they live or what they do. When you see
someone is getting bullied help them and tell them, it’s because they don't
love yourself. Then tell an adult what they are doing to your friend. Tell
your friend it will be ok:) make life good again and make bullying stop in
the world. If people stare at you, let them stare because if you can’t blend in
you were only born to stand out. I say that from my heart. Now go out there
and make a change in bullying.
By Khaleena

TAG
Hi, I’m Dahlia Roberts and I
was tagged by Vicky Kutta.
This is my ﬁrst year at CAAP
but I have been attending the
Park School since I was in
kindergarden. Normally I go to
Summer at Park but I’m trying
something new this year. I love
to sing and act but I also love to
swim. I’ve been competing on
a swim team since I was six
years old. My best stroke is
probably the breaststroke and
the good thing is that it’s my
favorite stroke too. I’m not a
fan of backstroke and butterﬂy
but I still swim them in meets.
The swim season is soon
ending but I’ve had fun. I’m
really enjoying my ﬁrst
summer at CAAP and I hope I
can come back next year. Also
come see the musical School of
Rock! Anyway, I’ve had enough
time in the spotlight I’m
tagging Jack Reisman.

How Should Nellie
the Narwhal Wear
Their Hat?
The results are in!!!!
On the side got 22 votes
On the horn got 4 votes
Behind the horn got 0 votes

So on the side is the
winner!!!
Sincerely,
Nellie the Narwhal’s Friend
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The Daily Sports Center Column

FRIDAY MORNING PLAYLIST

Hey and welcome back to daily sports center. Today we are going to talk
about Michael Jordan. Michael Jordan is a shoo ng guard (SG) and played
basketball for the Chicago Bulls where he won 6 championships and he
played 2 years for the Washington Wizards. Whenever someone is asking
who is be er Lebron or Jordan I always say Jordan and his stats prove it.
He played 15 years in the NBA (Na onal Basketball Associa on), 13 years
with the Bulls and 2 years with the Wizards while averaging 30.1 points a
game, 5.3 assists a game, and 6.2 rebonds a game. Well that's all don’t
forget to leave sugges ons on players I should in my folder. Good bye. Tim

Lots O‛ Pups

Hello CAAPsters! Today *sniff* is our last day at camp. Laila and I are
devastated. *whimper whimper* But don‛t worry! Laila and I are going
to have pre-written articles published in the OTT on Monday and
Tuesday! There is a huge history of the dogs that we love. Today, Laila
and I are going to talk about some of it.
First Cynodictis wolf in North America_____36997982 B.C.E.
First Miacid wolf in North America________61997982 B.C.E.
First Gray Wolf (Canis Lupis) in Eurasia_______997982 B.C.E.
Gray Wolves came to North America_________747982 B.C.E.
First dogs in Europe______________________29982 B.C.E.
Dogs first domesticated in Europe____________12982 B.C.E.
Dogs domesticated in Asia__________________10482 B.C.E.
First dog show in Birmingham_____________________1859
First service dog school_________________________1929
First adorable dog named Laila___________________2015

To cheer ourselves up, lets get in the true spirit of Lots O‛ Pups! I
hope you learned something about the history of dogs! Goodbye from
Laila and Mr. Owner!

Gold vs silver and ruby vs sapphire
by the money man
Gold's price per carat is 568.6
Silver is 145.6
Ruby's price is 2,532.54 per carat
Sapphire is 1,467.5
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shoutouts to big boi lev for
impersinateng me
1. Flashlight- Funkadelic
2. Brielc house
-Commandoreg
3. Its your thing -Isley
Brotlers
4. If you want me to stay -A
sly + The family stone
5. Shining Star -Earth wind
+ﬁre
6. The boss -James Brown
7. Jumpsuit -21 pilots
8. I want to take you higher
-Ikt Tina Something
9. mIsery Business
-Paramore
10. Rock with you MS
11. Burning down the house talking heads
12. Fresh prince of bel-air -DJ
Jazzy + The fresh prince

The backwards
clock 4 Today on
the backwards clock
I got a note in my
folder it said: the
lobby is on the second ﬂoor.
Yeah that is weird I think that
the quote on quote ﬁrst ﬂoor
has barely any rooms on it on it
the onley big room on it is the
shire. I think that they could just
say that the ﬁrst ﬁrst ﬂoor is
where the lobby is. But i guess
we can't change it.

Upcoming CAAP Events:
●
●
●
●

Friday 7/20 - CIT
Appreciation Day!
Wednesday 7/25 Junior Musical!
Thursday 7/26 - Half
Day of Camp
Friday 7/27 FESTIVAL DAY!!!!

thanks for reading!!!
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Suzanne and Marisa hosted an incredible Noontime Show today,
starting with Rebel Rockers singing AHA‛s 1985 hit Take on Me.
Mystery Materials played us a fantastic video. Mystery Materials,
but it was soon a mystery to no one that it‛s an awesome class. Pop
Singing with a great performance of Deamons. Next Photo 1 had a beautiful slideshow of their pictures, which
really showcased their skill as photographers. After that Band Without Borders performed a stunning rendition of
the Beatles song Help!, which did help me! Then we brought down the screen again for a Public Service
Announcement from Acting for the Camera, which calmly encouraged the practice of meditation.! After that
Broadway Bound sang Wash that Man Right outta my Hair from South Pacific, which was a heart-melting
performance. Next. This was followed by a stellar dance number from Wes and Brian, which brought down the
house! Finally, Jennifer Vanilla showed us a sneak preview of the one-person-show which will be performed during
Festival Period today. Overall it was a powerful and phenomenal Noon (and a half?) Time Show!

From Around the Web, Part 3
In the dim, dusty corners of your favorite news sites lie the “Sponsored Stories.”
Deceptively lurking amidst the familiar, enticing images lure you down a horrifying path
through the stranger facets of humanity. Few dare to traverse beyond the surface of this
odd content, but for those who do, a truly unique journey awaits. Enter “From Around the
Web.”
In the previous sections of this series, I discussed both the source of much of these
advertisements and an example of a website that hosts their corresponding stories. I
reached this host website, Topix, by clicking on a link from the ABC News homepage.
Most other news sites have the same sorts of ads, with more or less royal family gossip
depending on how British a publication is. But there’s one site that’s diﬀerent, a site that many dismiss as conservative
propaganda but one containing some of the most interesting advertisements on the web: Fox News. Although I can’t say I
remotely agree with most of the opinions expressed on the site, its sponsored stories might just make up for that in
entertainment value. The algorithm that decides what ads appear on a site incorporates user information and infers which
stories would be interesting to certain demographics. The stereotype that most Fox News viewers (and, by extension, the
far right) are old is seemingly conﬁrmed by ads like “Born Before 1968? Claim These 28 Senior Rebates Now” and “How
Far Does $1 Million Go in Retirement?” After searching through for several minutes, I found over half the ads to be about
either arthritis or trucks, which I wasn’t too surprised about. I bet I would be rolling in old people cash if I made a truck
that also cured arthritis.
But what intrigues me even more than articles targeted toward the elderly are sponsored photo slideshows,
especially the ones advertised with incomplete headlines to drag you in (“Walmart Employee Went Missing 18 Years Ago.
You’ll Never Guess What Was…”). From what I’ve seen so far, the average slideshow tells an unremarkable story about an
animal or person, but hints toward an exciting conclusion only for the reader to be completely let down. For a reason
unknown to me, these are unusually abundant in Fox News’ “From Around the Web” sections. Tune in next time to hear a
fun story about an elephant.
- Ben Snyder

What Is your favorite emoji out of these?
Which one do you like the best?
Vote in awesome dudes folder to now the 3 top liked emojis.I tally
the votes on Wednesday the 18th!
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Today i’m going to show you how to

Tally #2

Make some slime! Let’s get to the

Hello CAAPers! Today in OTT I asked 7 people in my period of
OTT their favorite movie, activity, and book. Here are the results!

Recipe:
INGREDIENTS
● Glue/glitter glue
● Shaving cream
● contact lens solution
● Food coloring (optional)
DIRECTIONS
Put your glue in the bowl. Then add some shaving cream(a few
Squirts should be enough), Mix until it’s combined.
Add 2-3 squirts of contact Solution to start. Mix everything
Together until it forms. Start playing with it in your hands, If
it is to sticky add more contact Solution, if it breaks when you
Stretch it add more shaving cream.
If you want to, put some food coloring In. Enjoy your slime!!!(:
By: ILA DESAI

I will read your mind.
First pick a number between 1 and 10.
Than multiply that by 9.
Add the two digits of the multiplied number.
EXAMPLE:if you got 52 you would add 5+2.
Subtract 5 from that number.
Find the corresponding letter.
EXAMPLE:a=1 b=2 so on.
Find a country in Europe that starts with that letter.
Take the number you turned into a letter and add 1
Find the letter that goes with it.
Now find a circus animal that starts with that letter.
What is the color of that animal?
????P.s. There are no grey elephants in denmark.

Platinum vs Gold, By: the money man
Have you ever wondered what was more expensive:
platinum or gold?!?!?!
Right now platinum is 832.05 gold is 1,343.40
That's only 221.35 that's not much money away
Part 2 Emerald vs diamond.
Diamond ls worth 942.09 a carrot
Emerald is worth 837.67 a carrot.
Thanks for reading!!!

Movie- Forest Gump: 1 person
Zootopia: 1 person
Minions: 1 person
Beethoven: 1 person
The spy next door: 3 people
Activity- Listen to music: 1 person
Bike riding: 1 person
Reading: 2 people
Hang out with friends: 2 people
Playing hockey: 1 person
Book- Charlotte's Web: 1 person
Percy Jackson: 2 people
Land of Stories: 1 person
The Hunger Games: 1 person
Harry Potter: 1 person
Wonder: 1 person
That’s it for today, folks! See you tomorrow! -Somebody
Tips To Being A Good Sibling:
Hello CAAPtains of CAAP! As a sister of two *annoying*
siblings, I am obviously the best sibling of the three of us.
I love reading every adjective suggestion (i.e. Tips To
Being weird or annoying) that I’ve gotten so far! If my
siblings are reading this right now, take note!
1) First Think: “What is my motive to being a good
sibling?” Motivation is everything! In this article I
will show you two motivations you can use in
order to be a good sibling.
2) There are two diﬀerent types of good
siblinghood. Either you can be an all around
angel or you can fake it.
All around angel: “Hello? Want some water? How
are you feeling today? (etc.)” Being a goody two
shoes is perfect for an occasion where you need
something. Soon, when you need anything at all,
your sibling has no choice except to be just as
kind to you.
Faking it: Your parents say they have no
favorites. However, we all know that the best
behaved is the one who’s getting dessert
tomorrow! You don’t need to be the nicest
around your siblings as long as your parents see
how kind you are otherwise! In their absence,
you can do as you chose.
That’s how to be the best sibling ever! Want a tip or two
with your life? You can put it in my folder outside the OTT
room. Tips To Being ___. Sincerely, A Tips Expert.
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Is there life beyond Earth?
I’m pretty sure that all of us, at some point in our
lives, have looked up into the night sky and wondered if
there is other life out there. The answer to the question of
whether or not we are alone in the cosmos has been
searched for for a very long time, and as our technology
is getting more advanced, we are closer than ever to the
answer. Earth lies in the habitable zone, where its not too
close to the sun so its too hot, or too far so it’s too cold.
This zone is more colloquially known as the goldilocks
zone (get it, cause its just right). Back in 2013, astronauts
reported that there could be as many as 40 billion
earth-sized planets orbiting in the goldilocks zone of
other star systems, in the Milky Way alone. There are
way more stars than just those of the Milky Way, so it’s
likely that there are way more habitable exoplanets. It’s
unlikely that we will ever discover life on any of these
exoplanets soon, because they are very, very far away.
Unless we figure out how to travel at light speed, we will
not be reaching these planets anytime soon.
But there’s also a possibility that extraterrestrial
life exists much closer to home, in our own solar system.
The places in our solar system that have the potential to
support life are not planets; they are moons. There are a
lot of moons in our solar system and each one is unique in
its own way. The moons that could harbor life are
Europa, a Galilean moon of Jupiter, and Enceladus, a
moon of Saturn. They are both giant balls of ice, so it
may not seem like they could support life, but underneath
the icy crusts lay a huge underwater oceans. Europa is a
very weird moon overall in that it is the smoothest solid
object in the solar system. The smooth surface, along with
the coloring, and certain geological features led to the
hypothesis that an ocean exists below the surface. The
Hubble Space Telescope also observed water vapor
plumes, similar to those on Enceladus, which I will get to in
a moment. It is also assumed that heat from tidal flexing
(similar to plate tectonics here on earth) keep the ocean
in liquid form, and underwater vents keep it a good
temperature.
Now onto the water vapor plumes observed on
Enceladus. It was noticed in 2005 that there were plumes
of water vapor erupting from the surface of Enceladus.
The Cassini-Huygens probe (R.I.P Cassini, thank you for
all you did) collected samples from these plumes and
found that they were composed of the right materials to
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sustain life. It also found that microorganisms could make
food out of the compounds found in the plume samples.
If there is life on Enceladus or Europa, it's likely
that it would be simple microorganisms, with which we
would not be able to communicate. It would still be a
breakthrough discovery that would change history. But
what about complex life? Life forms similar to humans
that are more or less as intelligent as we are? Humans
have been wanting to make contact with and inform
other life forms of our existence and intelligence for a
long time. Both of the Voyager spacecraft are carrying
golden records, which contain tons of information about
our species if any intelligent life forms were to find them.
If you're curious, go to NASA's voyager website. In 1936,
the Olympics were held in Berlin. The maniacal
Chancellor of Germany at the time, Adolf Hitler, made a
speech on public television. The radio waves from this
speech travelled into space, so for a while people feared
that the first words other life would hear from us would
be Hitlers, and it was even the basis for a novel and
movie, but it turned out that radio waves just can’t travel
that far.
The discovery of an intelligent life form would
change history forever. We would finally answer one of
life’s biggest questions, but the question that would
remain is: Are we safe from them? By Ben Ruigomez

A reading recommendation

-The book
I recommend a graphic novel
that’s called Real Friends by
Shannon Hale and LeYen Pham.
It’s about a girl named Shannon.
When she went to school she
was bullied by her older sister,
Jenny. Whenever Jenny bullied
her she ran into the bushes to
hide and cry. Shannon had made
friends with girls in the grade above her, but they
le the school when the started middle school.
Jenny has a friend, named Jen, who is nice but
Jenny tries to make her mean. The focuses on
Shannon and her experiences in school I think that
the ages for this book is 5-12. My favorite part
about this book are the illustrations.
By Vivienne Sigel
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Why Setting Powder is Important
Setting powder is often overlooked and underrated.
Many individuals think that it is not an important makeup
product, or is not needed in a makeup routine. In reality,
setting powder can really make a difference in the way your
makeup looks. It even gives an airbrushed look. For those
who aren’t sure what setting powder is, it’s a product that is
usually translucent but can be tinted depending on what you
prefer. It also comes in loose or set finish. I like loose finish
much better but it really depends on your preference. It can
be placed on top of any concealer, foundation, or even any
creme product if needed, The powder prevents creasing,
cakeyness (usually), and keeps your makeup set all night
perfectly. When not used, natural oils can mess up your
makeup and creme products can move around your face
during the night or day. Depending on the quality of your
products, creasing can be a big problem. There are many
techniques of using setting powder with different brushes,
sponges, and more. To keep your makeup in place, use
setting powder. Here are some good ones.
● Makeup Revolution Setting Powder
● Colourpop Setting Powder
● Tarte Setting Powder
● Too Faced Setting Powder
www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=HHEs9Ne4kak

Classroom Spies: Jazz 1
Hi CAAPers! The other day we decided to spy on Jazz 1.
Jazz 1 performed their dance for us on Wednesday and
then they performed at the noontime show on Thursday.
This class is taught by Anna, and the C.I.T’s are Caroline
and Lucy. They were working on a dance to the song,
“No Excuses” by Meghan Trainor. It is a fun and upbeat
jazz dance! “Point to the audience” said Anna as she
gave the CAAP dancers feedback. They worked on
cleaning the dance to make it sharp and clean. We
watched them work on adding a soletrain onto the dance
on Wednesday. A soletrain is when in a dance they make
two lines and have pairs come down the middle of it.
Anna liked the idea of a soletrain because she said, “it
gave everyone a chance to shine and show what they can
do.” They took a quick water break during this class
because dance can be tiring, and it’s important to stay
hydrated in the summer. The dancers did a great job on
the dance on Thursday and we can’t wait to see what
they are working on now! Classroom Spies, signing oﬀ.
Next Article: Tennis Period 1
-Classroom Spies
This Information is certiﬁed by the CIA
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Random Guy: Bonzi Buddy
This is about Bonzi Buddy, the virus turned meme.
Bonzi Buddy was made by Bonzi Productions in 1999,
the virus said it would help you browse the internet
along with telling jokes, singing songs, and overall
learning about you ( ͡° ʖ͜ ͡°). Similar to Microsoft's
virtual assistant, Clippy, Bonzi Buddy helped with a lot
of things on your computer, and although it was helpful,
it had a dark secret. It asked for a lot of your
information, along with the fact that it downloaded
PUPS (potentially unwanted program) to slow down a
computer. Bonzi Buddy was eventually shut down by
having a lawsuit against them for violating the Children's
Online Protection Act. Over the years it slowly became a
benign piece of adware. It came into fame when
youtuber Vinesauce Joel, made his Windows XP
Destruction where he downloaded Bonzi Buddy and
other types of malware and trojans to try and completely
destroy his computer. Vinesauce fans quickly made
Bonzi Buddy a meme, even making a website to honor
it. Bonzi Buddy can actually be downloaded now,
although it has no malicious properties

10 ways to make people think you are weird
By Juliana, Adele, and Esme
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Put a Dora doll in the middle of a shop, when
someone tries to pick it up yell ¨SWIPER, NO
SWIPING¨
Put a desk in an elevator and when people
come in ask if they have an appointment.
Hide in a public bathroom stall and when
someone comes in say ¨ Ah, young one welcome
to Narnia¨
Make a ¨ No dumping violators will be
prosecuted¨
Go into a public bathroom and start singing ¨
Taking care of business¨ very loudly.
Go to Mcdonald and ask for directions to
Burger King
Go up to a random lady with a daughter and
say her son is adorable
Buy ice cream and ask the cashier if they
believe in unicorns, then smush the cone on
your head (so that it looks like a unicorn horn)
Throw a plastic ball at someone and yell “GET
IN YOUR BALL YOU STUPID POKEMON!”
Go to a store, ind a random old guy and yell
“Grandpa, your alive! It’s a miracle!!!!!”
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The Noon And A Half Time Show: Interview
This is the Noon
Time Show
Protest, bringing
to you an
interview with
one of our
followers, Calista
Jefferson.
INTERVIEWER: Hello, today we have our
breaking news. We are sitting in the OTT
room, and I have with me one of our closest
followers, Calista Jefferson. So, Calista, why
did you choose to join in on the Noon Time
Show Protest?
CALISTA: I like facts to be right. Also, the Noon
And A Half Time Show makes more sense.
Lastly, I used to think that the Noon Time
Show was the New Time Show, so people
should not mix up their words.
INTERVIEWER: That’s a very good point,
Calista. So what are some things you have
done to support this protest, and what are
you hoping to do for it in the future?
CALISTA: I have recently been calling the
Noon Time Show the Noon And A Half Time
Show, so when everybody starts calling it the
the Noon And A Half Time Show, you should be
grateful to me for passing it on to my friends
and family!
INTERVIEWER: Right you are. So, when do you
expect your work to pay off, and everyone
calls it the Noon And A Half Time Show?
CALISTA: By Monday of the ﬁfth week at
CAAP.
INTERVIEWER: That’s wonderful, and I hope
you succeed in your work. How do you plan to
convince others to join your cause?
CALISTA: I think when Pam goes up to say the
offerings for Festival Period and she says,
“wow, that was a beautiful Noon Time Show,”
or, “wow, that was a really good Noon Time
Show,” I will scream, “NOON AND A HALF TIME
SHOW!!!!!”
INTERVIEWER: Very good technique. How many
followers do you plan to recruit?
CALISTA: 30.
INTERVIEWER: Well, I’m sure that you have the
powers to recruit even more than 30! Good
luck on your protest and we’ll see you all next
time with an interview from Meghan Swift.
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The Noon And A Half Time Show: Interview 2
Hello once again, CAAP! We are here with a second
interview. Today, we will be interviewing another follower,
who has been loyal to the cause. Her name: Meghan Swift.
INTERVIEWER: Hello folks, we are here today with our friend
Meghan Swift, who is very dedicated to the Noon And A Half
Time Show cause. Meghan, when did you choose to join in on
the action?
MEGHAN: I don’t know. I chose to join in on the action as soon
as it started! Like, who wouldn’t want to join?
INTERVIEWER: How come?
MEGHAN: Well, I agree with everything you’ve said so far. I
mean, who would want to call something at 12:30 “noon?” I
mean, that’s outrageous!!!!! That’s so unfair! That’s like, so
unbelievable!
INTERVIEWER: Well I deﬁnitely agreeMEGHAN: Well, of course you do! And so do I!
INTERVIEWER: Anyways, I have another question for you.
What have you helped with so far during this cause?
MEGHAN: Well, I mean, like, I’ve done a ton of stuff. Almost
more than you, interviewer person! I mean, I’ve made posters,
I’ve helped to convince people. I’m even in an article, for
goodness sake! I mean, I’m so famous, that like, everyone
wants me to be in their article. Everyone, hahaha!
INTERVIEWER: Of course, well, how did you help convince
others to join the protest?
MEGHAN: Um, excuse me? I am like, not even done yet! I need
to tell you more about my adventures of fame, so everyone
wants to be on my side! Let me tell you someINTERVIEWER: Oh, uh, we’re venturing away from our topic.
Anyways, Meghan, what are your techniques for convincing
people and what are you convincing them to do so far?
MEGHAN: Hmmm, let me think… I’ve done NOTHING! Nah, just
kidding. Well for one thing, I tell people that they’ll never
become rich and famous (like me) if they don’t join me
because, like, I’m the best, the most famous, the richest
person EVER! Like, everyone has heard my nameINTERVIEWER: Yes I certainly have. Who have you managed to
convince so far?
MEGHAN: (silence) uhhh… a lot of people, in fact! Like,
everyone I know!... Almost. Meaning like one person… YET! It’s
the power of yet, yet, yet, yet oh it’s the power of yINTERVIEWER: Wonderful! Well keep on doing your awesome
work, and (please leave this interview right now and never
come back again) we hope to see you next time with an
update on the protest. Remember, keep calling the Noon Time
Show the Noon And A Half Time Show to help our cause, and
we’ll see you next time with an update on the situation!
Signing off. (Sigh)
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